Xj fuel injector upgrade

August 7th, , Anyone know where I can find a list of junk yard injectors that are upgrades. I've
seen a list can't remember for the life of me. Here are four web sites for fuel injector info. I also
have a XJ 4. I believe the injectors that some jeepers are using are from Dodge Caravans with 3.
EV6 dark green injector and EV6 light green Both are Bosch 4 hole 21 lb. When converted to
Hope that helps some! August 8th, , You can find plenty of injector websites to get flow charts
to play with the numbers! But it is hard to find what injectors are on which cars! The injectors
from Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager on 3. The dark green and light green are rated at 21
Lbs. August 9th, , Both injectors are from 3. Both are Bosch 4 hole. Both have same specs.
Maybe some kind of internal design change of electronics or upgrade? I dont know! But I do
know Chrysler is very very slow about giving up proprietary information! Especially electronics!
Maybe an ASE certified mechanic guru could chime in with more? Or Talyn could answer since
he is really the expert of this topic!!!??? I do agree with Talyn about and being to rich for stock
usage! August 13th, , Thank guys. I noticed if you shop for mini van injectors they seem to be
less in price than if you look for upgrade injectors. August 18th, , Have you installed these yet,
just curious if they work ok? I have never heard of using the s or s. All though I am using s with
no problems. August 20th, , Some fuel injector flow ratings from online don't always match. I
didn't pay much attention to the fuel injectors until a seller sent me a set of 4 hole injectors,
when I had ordered a set of OEM's. Better power, response and starting but I think effected fuel
economy. I swapped back the OEM's to compare and haven't drawn any conclusions. I don't
know how accurate some of the online data and specifications are. Here are some
specifications taken from online sources. Last edited by Muddzz; August 20th, at Thread Tools.
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have a stock straight 6. My fuel injectors leak. I have found and used the charts. After doing the
math, it looks like the Ford 5. I want as good, if not better gas milege I'd like to hear some "Real
World" examples of what others have tried and their results. Thank you. Thank you tbburg! I
had seen that and the second post on page three concerns me. I'm running around 19 mpg and
he reported after his upgrade he was getting 15 mpg? Originally Posted by jeeperjohn. What
year is your rig Ya, the 92's are running on 39 psi's and the math works out much much better
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as we installed the recommended 24lb Mustang injectors with the build. I recently upgraded the
injectors in my 91 XJ so I decided to try my old injectors in his to see how it would run. The
difference was immediate. I decided to swap in a set of 4 hole injectors from K suspension. Not
unless you like filing PayPal claims to get your stuff. Just get them from KS. Make sure the
engine is cool before you start as you will inevitably spill some fuel on the exhaust manifold.
You can also disconnect he battery cable if that makes you feel safer. Unbolt the bracket that
holds the fuel return line in place. It is hidden under a bracket that holds some vacuum lines.
Unclip the fuel line from the regulator and move it out of the way. Remove the transmission
cable from the throttle body if you have an Automatic. Then three torx screws that hold the
bracket to the throttle body. Use a pick to remove the spring clips and unplug the injector wires
from each injector. Leave the clips that hold the injector to the rail for now. Next, remove the
four bolts that hold the fuel rail to the manifold. Now use both hands to pull the rail straight off
the engine. Make sure the O rings come out with eh injectors. If not, carefully use a pick to pull
them out of the manifold. If one falls in; you are in for more work to retrieve it. Now unclip the
injectors from the rail and remove each one. A large screw driver can be used to pry on them
carefully if they are really stuck. Gently twist the screwdriver between the flange of the rail and
the electrical connector part of the injector. Coat the new injector O rings with engine oil. I
poured some in the bottle cap and dipped each end of each injector in. Be very careful when
installing the injectors into the rail not to nick the O ring. Push in firmly and straight. If the o ring
gets crooked, pull it out and start over. Some twisting may help. Now install the electrical
connectors. They are much easier to plug in than to remove. Now install the retainer clips to
hold the injectors to the rail. Now, carefully align all six injector with holes they need to go in.
Use both hands to firmly press the whole rail in at once. Wiggle it around until all the injectors
are seated in the manifold and the holes will line up to mount the rail back on the manifold.
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Bolt the manifold back in place. Put the fuel return line back in. You may want to do a leak test
before putting the transmission cable back on. To leak test, hook the battery back up and turn
on the key. You should hear the fuel pump run. Cycle the key on and off to help pressurize the
rail. Check for leaks. If none start up the Jeep. It may take a moment to get all the air out for the
Jeep to idle correctly. Inspect carefully for any leaks. If none, shut the engine off and reconnect
the transmission cable. If you have leaks, try twisting the injector. If it still leaks you have
nicked an O ring and it will have to be replaced. If you are in a real bind, try using one from the
old injectors. The Renix computer adapts quickly to changes in the injectors. If it runs really rich
after changing the injectors, check to see if the MAP sensor line was knocked loose while
moving the fuel rail around. If there is a large vacuum leak check the crank case vent hose. Skip
to content. Post Views:

